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1. Summary
This brief report looks at the financial wealth of the UK, its distribution and its taxation and
suggests reforms to:
•
•
•
•
•

Create a fairer tax system;
Reduce inequality;
Release funds for use to benefit those who have lost out under Conservative and
Coalition governments;
Boost investment;
Encourage greater tax compliance.

It does this by:
•

•

•
•

Suggesting an investment income surcharge be included in the income tax system
that would increase the tax rate on the savings and investment income of higher rate
taxpayers by 15%. This might raise £6.5 billion of new revenues per annum;
Reforming capital gains tax to:
o Halve the annual allowance
o Have the tax paid at income tax rates
o Abolish entrepreneur’s relief
o Improve tax compliance
These reforms might raise £9 billion a year;
Restrict some inheritance tax reliefs in advance of more thorough-going reform to
raise £0.5 billion a year;
Review the long term possibility of a wealth tax.

These changes raise a total of £16 billion a year.
The report also looks at the interaction of tax reliefs and pension contributions given that
40% of UK wealth is in private pension funds. It suggests:
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•
•

Restricting all higher rate pensions contribution reliefs, raising maybe £8 billion of tax
a year;
Requiring that 20% of all pension contributions be invested in employment creating
opportunities in exchange for the tax reliefs available to pension funds. This might
direct £20 billion towards new employment creating opportunities a year.

In total then this report suggests the source of £24 billion of tax revenues and £20 billion of
investment funds a year as a result of a review of the relationship between wealth and
taxation in the UK.

2. The UK’s wealth
Wealth inequality in the UK is substantial. According to the latest data published by the UK’s
Office for National Statistics the UK’s wealth is distributed as followsii:

Almost half the country’s wealth is owned by the top ten per cent of wealth owners in the
population as a whole.
The above estimates may well under-estimate the value of privately owned businesses.
The figures will exclude the value of assets hidden in tax havens. In 2014 French academic
Gabriel Zucman estimated that $284 billion of financial wealth (£215 billion at 2016 exchange
rates) was hidden in tax havens by the UK’s wealthiest people to evade tax.

3. Income derived from wealth
The income tax paid on this wealth in 2013/14 tax year as disclosed by HM Revenue &
Customs statistics is as followsiii:
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To summarise this:

Sixty eight per cent of all investment income in the UK is from dividends paid on the shares of
companies, a trend that has been exaggerated by the substantial national insurance savings
the self-employed can make by setting themselves up as limited companies, paying
themselves minimal salaries and then drawing almost all their earnings as dividends to avoid
paying national insurance that would otherwise be due on their earnings.
Property income is the next significant source of earnings to those who enjoy investment
income: it is now estimated that 18% of all UK property is owned by the countries 1.75 million
buy-to landlordsiv. That is 4.9 million properties in total. It is, of course, unlikely that 18% of
property by value is in the buy to let sector: if it were those houses might be worth £700
billion. If, more realistically, each buy to let property is worth roughly half an average house
each buy to let property, after the offset of mortgages due, would be worth about £71,000.
The average rate of declared return on these properties is 4.1% on this basis.
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4. Income taxes paid on unearned income
The total amounts of tax paid on UK investment income depends upon its interaction with
other income sources. A summary of the tax paid in 2013/14 tax year, referring to the same
£81.6 billion of investment income as is detailed in the above tables, is as followsv:

In effect all 25.6 million in receipt of the UK’s £81.6 billion of taxable income also had other
income from employment, self employment or a pension to use their personal allowance in
2013/14.
Of the total investment income £66.3 billion (81%) was received by those earning £30,000 or
more of taxable income. 67% of taxpayers earned less than £30,000. Unsurprisingly
investment income is biased towards those with higher income. 53.6% of all investment
income is paid to those likely to pay higher rates of tax, who represent about 10.3% of all
taxpayers.

5. Effective tax rates, earned and unearned income
This is not the place for a long discussion of effective tax rates on all levels of earned and
unearned income in the UK, which has become a considerably complicated issue. It should
however be noted that if national insurance on employment is taken into account the
effective rate of total tax paid (without considering student loans) on an additional income of
£1,000 for a person earning, say, £30,000 a year is likely to be:
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As will be noted, once the real cost of paying the employee their salary is taken into account
the total effective marginal tax rate for a basic rate tax paying employee can in practice after
national insurance is taken into account be more than 40%.
For a person on the same income level receiving their income from investments the marginal
tax rate may be 20%, or less.
For a person earning more than £150,000 a year that tax rate on investment income should
not exceed 45%.
It is very clear that the tax system as it stands at present is very biased against those working
for a living on average earnings.

6. Reasons for charging additional taxes on wealth
There are wide range of reasons for charging additional tax on those with wealth or income
from investments. These include:
•
•
•
•

Ending the prejudice within the tax system against those who work for a living;
Ending the incentive to avoid tax that so many people who use limited companies to
offer their services, often in competition with those on PAYE, exploit at present;
Increasing the effective rate of tax for those on higher incomes so that we have a
more progressive tax system as moves towards income equality demands;
Ensuring that those with the greatest capacity to pay do so;
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•
•

Tackling the wealth gap;
Providing the resources required to provide public services to those most in need in
our communities.

7. Wealth taxation
It is tempting to address all these issues with a wealth tax that might replace the currently
ineffective inheritance tax in use in the UK. In due course this will be appropriate but such a
tax would take time to design and implement and the need for the reform of the taxation of
wealth is pressing. In that case a range of other measures are desirable instead in the
meantime. These are outlined in the following sections of this report.

8. An investment income surcharge
This would be an additional income tax charge on all those who:
•
•
•

Are higher rate taxpayers
Have income from savings or rents
And, if over the age of 66 have income of more than £5,000 from such sources

The tax would be charged at an additional 15% on investment income alone. This was the
rate at which this surcharge was levied until abolished by Margaret Thatcher in 1985.
The charge would also be payable on income credited to ISAs.
The charge would raise approximately £6.5 billion in tax a year.

9. Charging capital gains at income tax rates
One of the attractions to many share based savings is that the income from capital gains is
subject to a reduced rate of tax (as low as 10% at present and never exceeding 20%) after the
offset of what is in effect an additional or second personal allowance provided to those with
wealth but not to those who have to work for a living.
According to the latest data from HM Revenue & Customs on capital gains taxvi the history of
capital gains tax in the UK in recent years has been as follows:
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Revenues from this tax peaked as the bubble before the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-08
reached its climax, and have fallen off significantly since although total capital gains were only
below the pre-Crisis peak in the two years 2008/09 and 2009/10. Almost identical levels of
capital gains in 2007/ 08 and 2011/12 and 2012/13 yielded almost exactly 50% of the tax take
in the latter years to the sum paid in 2007/08. If evidence was ever needed that the Laffer
curve does not work and that cutting tax rates does not increase yield then this is it. The
effective tax rate on gains in 2007/08 was 33.8% overall and in 2012/13 was 16.3%, the fall
being almost entirely due to the cut in the tax rate from income tax rates (albeit with what
was called taper relief) in 2007/08 to a maximum of 28% in 2012/13.
It is estimated that the capital gains tax allowance made available to individuals costs about
£3.3 billion a yearvii, or rather less than the sum of tax collected in 2012/13.
It has been estimated that the amount of capital gain tax evaded each year might be very
high. For example, although 1.75 million people are buy to let landlords and most are likely to
be investing at least in part for capital gains the sale of only 55,000 house subject to a capital
gains tax charge (by no means all of which need have been buy-to-let properties) were
declared in 2012/13 tax yearviii. This might imply that the average buy to let property is going
to be retained for 32 years: this seems very unlikely.
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Capital gains tax is also subject to some exceptional reliefs. Of these by far the most
important is Entrepreneur’s Reliefix. In summary, this now reduces the rate of tax on the sale
of a business by an individual to 10%. In 2013/14 this relief cost £1.8 billion and was enjoyed
by just 3,000 people at an average cost of £600,000 eachx. That spend did not encourage new
investment, risk taking or the growth of entrepreneurial activity in the UK: it was given to
those selling out of their businesses when relief is always really needed for those starting an
enterprise.
These notes suggest three changes to capital gains tax. First, the annual allowance should be
halved: there is no reason why a person should enjoy two full equivalent annual allowances
because they have the advantage of being wealthy. In the first instance this might raise at
least £1.5 billion of revenue.
However, capital gains tax rates should be aligned to income tax rates: there is no reason why
they should be taxed at a rate lower than that paid working for a living. This may now
approximately double the capital gains tax yield, which including the adjustment already
noted to allowances might yield more than £5 billion a year.
Thirdly, entrepreneur’s relief should be scrapped, yielding maybe £3 billion a year.
Finally, HM Revenue & Customs should require that all those managing the sale of land,
buildings and other financial assets on behalf of clients should now report gross sale proceeds
to HMRC each year as an anti-tax evasion measure. This is likely to significantly increase tax
yield. A modest £1 billion is estimated: it is likely to be more.
In total these changes would yield £9 billion a year without any detrimental impact on the
funds available to UK business for investment in productive activity.

10.Second properties
Second properties not used for letting do not yield an investment return and so would not be
subject to some of the charges noted so far. They do however impose a social cost on society.
Councils can now decide to charge additional council tax charges in these cases. Because
these are devolved decisions they are for local authorities to decide upon but they will be
strongly encouraged to apply a significant premium in all such cases.

11.Council taxes
Council tax is only charged up to Band H. There are many anomalies in the Council Tax system
that suggest that in the long term it should be replaced by land value taxation. In the
meantime all councils should be permitted to add at least four additional council tax bands to
those already in use to make appropriate charges for those properties worth substantially
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more than those that might remain in Council Tax Band H. These funds would go to improve
local council services.

12.Inheritance Tax
There are substantial problems with inheritance taxation that require its long term
replacement.
In the short term a number of reliefs are appropriate for review including restrictions on the
availability of agricultural and business property to only those cases where a clear business
case can be proven for the exemption to be made available, which is not considered likely in
most cases.
£500 million might be raised as a resultxi.

13.Putting pension wealth to work
The final part of the world equation is pensions. Forty per cent of the UK's wealth is in private
pension funds, all of which have attracted tax reliefs in the creation. This, then, automatically
suggest that there is no point in imposing an additional tax charge on these funds, but that
does not prevent creative thinking about how these funds are used for constructive economic
purposes.
Two reforms are essential. Firstly, the time has come to reduce the rate of tax relief available
to higher rate pension fund contributors so that the tax benefit they obtain from making their
pension contribution is exactly the same as that which is enjoyed by a person who is a basic
rate taxpayer. When the benefits of pension funds saving are already heavily skewed towards
the already wealthy there is no sense in the state spending considerable sums to subsidise
the savings of those who are better off than average. It is not clear precisely how much high
rate pension contribution tax relief costs at presentxii but it has commonly been estimated to
be more than 25% of the total of that cost, which would suggest that it may be at least £8
billion a year.
Second, given but the total cost of subsidising contributions to pension funds has now
reached £48 billion a yearxiii, which is a sum in excess of spending on very many other major
parts of government spending as shown by the HM Treasury chartxiv from March 2016 then
the time has come to ask whether this is money well spent.
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If it was presumed that the cost of tax relief was reduced for higher rate tax relief and so
become £40 billion a year it would seem entirely reasonable that for providing this level of
subsidy that the government should have some say on how these funds were invested, but it
has very little indeed at present. The majority of pension funds are still saved in shares, which
deliver no new funds to the UK economy for investment purposes but are instead bought
second hand from their previous owners, or in land and buildings, most of which are, again,
bought second hand. In other words these funds are speculated and not invested.
This is absurd when the UK economy is crying out for investment. As a result it should be a
requirement that UK pension funds must invest at least 20% of all new pension contributions
received in assets that will result in the direct creation of new employment opportunities.
This could be investment linked government bonds to fund infrastructure, new corporate
share issues linked directly to new employment creating investment opportunities or new
build property but job creation for long term value needs to be at the heart of a rebalanced
pensions sector if these funds are to play the role in the economy that we require of them.
Up to £20 billion for new investment could be released in this way.

14.Economic impact
These changes should have a beneficial change on the UK economy as a whole.
First, they will help reduce inequality: it is now accepted by all major economists and all major
economic agencies such as the IMF, OECD and World Bank that this improves the overall
quality of economic well-being for all in an economy.
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Second, these funds will improve the well-being of those who have suffered substantial cuts
in their well-being as a result of discrimination against those on benefits by the Coalition and
Conservative governments.
Third these tax revenues will release funds that are urgently needed in the economy when at
present they are simply represented by saved money. As the FT has said often in recent years
the world is facing a glut of savingsxv and the whole job of government is to get those funds
back in to the economy: these taxes help do that.
Fourth these taxes will not reduce the funds available for investment: as the Bank of England
admittedxvi in 2014 it is not savings that fund investment, but credit. And investment only
happens when there is spending, which requires a fall in the level of savings or more
government spending to take place. These changes will then encourage and not hinder
investment.
Fifth, the proposed changes to pension fund investment rules will also have this impact.
Pensions are not paid from speculation: pensions are paid from long tem returns from
investment of which this economy is desperately short at present. Directing that £20 billion of
pension funds a year be used for this productive purpose out of a total pension wealth of
£4,458 billion is not going to harm pension fund well-being but it will change to focus of
pension fund management away from the City of London and speculative activity towards the
use of these funds for real wealth creation on behalf of their members, which is precisely
what we need in the UK economy at present.
Sixth, changing pension tax reliefs is a simple matter of social and economic justice: there is
no reason why the savings of those well off should be subsidised more than those of people
on average earnings. This anomaly has to change.
Finally with regard to taxes, these changes help level the playing field and make our tax
system fairer. This is vital if we are to beat the tax gap that denies the government the funds
it needs. People are more willing to pay taxes when they realise that the tax system is fair and
right now it is not: these measures help correct that.
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